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1. Is DAI on Polygon / Fantom “as secure” as DAI on 
Ethereum ? 

2. Can you make all these DAI fungible ? 
3. What is needed to be able to mint DAI on all these chains ? 





The state of Bridging 2022



2021 started to be bad for the bridges



2022 is shaping up to be much worse



At l2beat, we have been looking at L2s so far…



Announcing 
l2beat

 for bridges



We track TVL (Locked in Bridges)



Canonical bridges to L2s can be included



L2beat is primarily about risk analysis



We need a proper risk framework for Bridges

● Risks should be disclosed
● We should make users aware of the underlying security 

assumptions
● We should constantly monitor infrastructure for upgrades and 

changes to important security parameters
● We will make multichain infrastructure more transparent and 

secure while keeping teams developing bridges honest



Did you know that ...

● Multichain can take funds from Escrow without burning corresponding tokens on 
the destination chain ? 

● Omni bridge permissioned accounts can put users’ bridge funds into 
Aave/Compound ? 

● Polygon Plasma bridge does not have much Plasma in it as the implementation 
(available on testnet) was never deployed on mainnet ?

● Most bridges can be upgraded by MSigs, tokens that they mint on the 
destination chain can be upgraded, and some have unverified smart contract 
code so it is impossible to tell what exactly they are doing ?



Multichain - what is going on here ? 

These did not result in corresponding token burns on Fantom !



There no Plasma exit mechanism deployed on mainnet





L2Beat Bridge Risk Framework



Let’s start with bridge types

● Token Bridge - mints token on a destination chain
● Liquidity Network - uses liquidity pools on a destination chain to 

deliver token minted previously by a Token Bridge to users
● Token Bridges typically have Escrows on a source chain
● Liqudity Networks have Liquidity Pools on both source and 

destination chains
● Bridges can be Hybrid, i.e. for some tokens act as a Token Bridge, 

for other tokens as a Liqudity Network. Best example: Multichain



Token Bridge vs Liquidity Network

Token Bridge
● Unlimited liquidity
● Tokens held on a destination still 

are at-risk of a Token Bridge 
Validators

● Can be slow and expensive

Liquidity Network
● Limited Liquidity
● Tokens held on a destination are 

not at risk of a Liquidity Network 
Validators, however they are at risk 
of a related Token Bridge

● Can be fast and cheap

Users should be aware if they are using Token Bridge or Liquidity 
Network. Today this is typically NOT the case





To build a Token Bridge you need to relay 
cross-chain messages



How are these x-chain messages validated ?

● Third Party (EOA, MultiSig, MPC, intermediary blockchain with 
their own set of Validators)

● Optimistically (message considered valid until proven otherwise)
● By originating chain Validators (If Src Chain validators say msg 

are valid, they are considered valid on a Destination chain)
● Trustlessly by Ethereum  (messages are validated by Ethereum 

smart contracts or possibly via the protocol itself). Examples - 
Optimistic Rollups, zkRollups, with some caveats regarding data 
availability other L2s such as Validiums and Optimistic Chains



What can go wrong ?

External Validators Validators can censor, steal, freeze funds. Validator’s keys 
can be compromised

Optimistic Validation If Watchers are not active, messages can be forged and 
funds can be stolen

Light Client Validation If Dst Chain is 51% (⅔) attacked, msgs can be censored and 
funds can be stolen. ⅓ of Validators can freeze funds. Fork 
on a destination chain can lead to fund imbalance

Full client Ethereum 
Validation

Nothing ? (if Ethereum forks, dst chain will fork with 
Ethereum)





Upgradability

● All is irrelevant if the bridge can be upgraded, especially with no notice
● Upgrades can lead to disastrous bugs  → Nomad hack
● How do we protect ourselves from potentially catastrophic bugs and - at the 

same time - create uncensorable, immutable infrastructure ? 
○ long upgrade delays for new feature upgrades
○ security councils with circuit breaker powers to react to critical bugs and distributed 

governance with power to restart bridges
○ semi-automatic circuit-breakers with permissionless, distributed keepers working, storage 

proofs, cryptoeconomic schemes
○ dark patches
○ problem is very hard





Destination Token - what is really being minted ?

● Native token ? (i.e. token used to pay for gas)
● Wrapped token (“representation token”, “synthetic token”)

○ May be upgradable (by who ???)
○ May have very different characteristic than original token. E.g. DAI on Ethereum is 

permissionless and censorship resistant
■ “DAI” on Polygon ? - token minted by Polygon PoS bridge
■ “DAI” on Fantom ?  - token minted by Multichain bridge
■ “DAI” on Solana ? - token minted by Wormhole bridge

● Canonical token  → Canonical Token Bridge is the bridge with the ability to mint 
canonical token. It is always a wrapped token with socially agreed “special” status

■ USDC on Arbitrum → Arbitrum ERC20 token bridge
■ MIM on Arbitrum → Multichain bridge
■ DAI on Arbitrum → MakerDAO canonical bridge
■ FRAX on Arbitrum → any bridge and then swapped to “canonical” FRAX



Ethereum

MakerDAO Canonical Bridge
to Arbitrum/Optimism/StarkNet

DAI on Arbitrum/Optimism/StarkNet 
Minted by MakerDAO

DAI on Polygon.
Minted by Polygon PoS 
Validators

DAI on Fantom
Minted by Multichain MSig

Polygon PoS 
Bridge

Multichain 
Bridge





So are trusted rollup bridges so good ?



Yes, rollup bridges are the most secure, but

● They are immensely complex and the bug surface is huge
● None (except experimental Fuel 1.0) of them shed their “training 

wheels”
● We need way more time for the code to be ossified, battle-tested 

and considered to be secure
● We still don’t seem to have a solution for dealing with discovery 

of potentially critical bugs w/out leaving upgrade keys to the 
protocol admins



Thank you!
Bartek Kiepuszewski 
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